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Latent Co-interests’ Relationship Prediction
Feng Tan, Li Li , Zheyu Zhang, and Yunlong Guo
Abstract: With the development of the social media and Internet, discovering latent information from massive information
is becoming particularly relevant to improving user experience. Research efforts based on preferences and relationships
between users have attracted more and more attention. Predictive problems, such as inferring friend relationship and
co-author relationship between users have been explored. However, many such methods are based on analyzing either
node features or the network structures separately, few have tried to tackle both of them at the same time. In this paper,
in order to discover latent co-interests’ relationship, we not only consider users’ attributes but network information as well.
In addition, we propose an Interest-based Factor Graph Model (I-FGM) to incorporate these factors. Experiments on two
data sets (bookmarking and music network) demonstrate that this predictive method can achieve better results than the
other three methods (ANN, NB, and SVM).
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Introduction

With the development of the Internet, social networks
such as Blog, Micro-Blog, and Forum are developing
rapidly and gradually becoming an important element
in our daily lives. At the same time, it provides an
chance for more and more users to realize direct
interaction activities. Predicting relationships between
users thus becomes the interesting research topic,
since the relationships reflect true social relationships
and represent the relevance between contents and
structure of network. Social network favors the
phenomenon of homophily which means individuals
with similar characteristics tend to associate with each
other[1] . Generally, similar behavior patterns (means
users) may share common interests. Thus people may
easily form a community with someone else who share
the same interests. For example, it is interesting to sort
out the collaboration relationships in research fields
by authors’ interests, namely how many co-authoring
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papers they already have and the known relationships
among authors, just to name a few. Users incline to
construct latent relationships by their common interests
or behaviors on the Web. We study the problem of latent
co-interests’ relationship prediction by considering both
the existing attributes and network information.
It is very interesting to identify future collaborators
or latent relationships between users in the network,
as it is not only beneficial to understand the network
but also useful to predict the channels of a new
innovation (e.g., technology or idea) spreading through
a community. As the quantity of information increases
at an exponential rate, how can we discover and predict
future or latent relationships to facilitate innovation
adoption or potential collaborations? When users are
represented as nodes and their relationships as links in
the networks, then the above problem is transformed
into a link prediction problem. Currently, three main
approaches of linking prediction exist.
(1) The first approach is based on similarity of the
nodes. Similar individuals tend to refer or connect to the
[2-4]
same things. Many researches [2–4]
have systematically
studied nodes’ similarity approaches. However, they are
relatively simple because only local similarity has been
considered.
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(2) The second one is based on the path topological
similarity. It completely depends on the structure
[5-8]
information of the network. Linking prediction
in
this category depends on whether the characteristics
of the target network structure are accurately
found. However, the weakness of this approach is
that it only considers the structure of the networks
and not that of the global networks. Moreover, these
prediction methods show remarkable variation in
different networks.
(3) The third one is based on the probability methods,
such as Refs. [9-12]. It focuses on a few adjustable
parameters and uses some optimization strategies to
find out the optimal parameter values. The models try to
reflect the structure and the relationship characteristics
of the real network.
The above three approaches are also applied to the
problem of predicting latent co-interests’ relationship
that the problem is formulated as a collaboration
graph. Factor Graph Model (FGM) plays a vital
role in inferring unknown relationships based on
partially known relationships in social network. So,
we use FGM to combine the three methods of
linking prediction into the task of latent co-interests’
relationship prediction. Our main contributions are as
follows.
 We analyze the important factors precisely, such
as node pairs attributes and structure of network, of the
latent co-interests’ relationship prediction.
 We propose our model — Interest-based FGM (IFGM). It combines the node similarity and the network
structure. We apply this model into the latent cointerests’ relationship prediction.
 We estimate our approach I-FGM by comparing
it with the other three algorithms in the same data
set. The result confirms that our model achieves high
performance with estimating measures.

2
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FGM such as Fig. 1, contains variables and
factor attributes. The attribute factor function f (yi ,xi )
represents the posterior probability of yi given xi . The
factor functions in FGM can be instantiated in
different ways. In this paper, we use exponential-linear
functions. So we specify the f (yi ,xi ) as
1
f .yi ; xi / D
exp.˛ T .yi ; xi //
(1)
Z˛
Generally (yi ,xi ) is defined as a vector (It is
decided by the similarity of the relationship) or a twovalued function ((yi ,xi )=1 if xi is fulfilled with the
attributes of relationship, otherwise 0.), which indicates
relationship (vi ,vj ) ’s instantiation feature.
Edge factor function g(yi ,yj ,   ,yk ) denotes the
correlation between yi and yj ,   ,yk . So we define
g(yi ,yj ,   ,yk ) as
X
1
exp.ˇ T
s.yi ; yk // (2)
g.yi ; G.yi // D
Zˇ
yk 2G.y/

Where G(yi ) is the set of correlated relationships to
yi ; s(yi ,yk ) is a function to specify whether there is
some common point between yi and yk . And the value
of s(yi ,yk ) generally assigns 1 or 0, where s(yi ,yk )=1
means that there is an edge from node i to node k at the
edge relationship level.
Constraint factor function h(yi ,H (yi )) means rules
to be enforced to the real problems, where H (yi ) is
associated with the set of yi . And its instantiation
'(yi ,yk ) commonly is 1 or 0.
1 T X
.
'.yi ; yk //
(3)
h.yi ; H.yi // D
Z
yk 2H.yi /

Given the social network, by taking nodes’ factor
function (the attributes of nodes and network structure
information) f (yi ,xi ), the correlation function
g(yi ,yj ,   ,yk ) between nodes and the constraint
function '(yi ,H (yi )) into consideration, we define the

Preliminary

Latent co-interests’ relationship prediction aims to infer
unknown relationship based on the users’ attributes and
partially known relationships in social network. FGM
plays a vital role in solving this kind of problems. In
this paper, we utilize FGM to deal with the prediction
problems. Actually there are some works about FGM in
social networks. For example, Tang et al.[13] proposed
PLP-FGM to infer social ties. Wang et al.[14] proposed
linkage factor graph model to build cross-lingual links
across Wiki knowledge.

Fig. 1

Graphical representation of the general FGM.
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joint function as
Y
P .Y / D
f .yi ; xi /g.yi ; G.yi //h.yi ; H.yi // (4)
i

so,
P .Y / D
ˇT

1
exp..˛ T .yi ; xi /C
Z˛ Zˇ Z
i
X
s.yi ; yk / C T
'.yi ; yk //

Y

X
yk 2G.yi /

yk 2H.yi /

(5)
P .Y / D

3

1
exp. T R/
Z

(6)

Problem Definition

As we known, social relationships might be directed
in some networks such as trust network, or undirected
in others. Moreover, some relationships may evolve
with time. In social network, we can analyze the users’
latent characters through their behaviors. For example,
editing an article on Wikipedia, rating a review on
Epinions, and exchanging your opinions on Forum all
provide us with information from which we can analyze
their relationships and their co-interests and recommend
with these information. In this paper we discover the
latent co-interests’ relationships between users with
their behaviors on undirected and static networks.
We can acquire huge information and data from
real networks, it is difficult to label all of them and
only partially labelled data is available for users. The
linking prediction problem is based on partially known
relationships and FGM has strong inference abilities, so
based on these, we propose an I-FGM to infer the latent
co-interests’ relationship in social network.
We assume that a social network is modelled as a
graph G D .V; E/, which jV j D N denotes N users
in the network and E  V V , jEj D M stands for M
relationships (node pair) among users. The relationship
of two users, the label tag of the relationship, and
different factor functions are represented as the variable
node, the hidden variable, and the factor nodes in IFGM, respectively. Maximizing the joint probability
to obtain the labelling configurations of unlabelled
relationships by I-FGM is our focus.
Definition 1 Users similarity. Two nodes are
considered to be similar if they have many common
features[15] . In order to quantify this problem, we define
users’ similarity with the essential attributes of users
by their interests. In social network, users’ behaviors
denote users’ interests to some degree. So in this paper,
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we consider users’ latent relationships by their common
behaviors based on focusing on the sites. I (vi ) denotes
the number of the sites of user vi accessed, similarly for
I (vj ). CI(vi ,vj ) denotes the number of same sites that
both vi and vj accessed. Then the similarity function of
accessing the same sites is defined as
2  CI.vi ; vj /
(7)
S1 .vi ; vj / D
I.vi / C I.vj /
Similarly, we can define the similarity of focusing
on contents of two users in accessing sites. W (vi ) and
W (vj ) respectively denote the number of contents of
the user vi and user vj interested accessing the sites,
CW(vi ,vj ) denotes the number of contents of vi and vj
interested accessing the same sites. Then the similarity
function is defined as
2  CW.vi ; vj /
S2 .vi ; vj / D
(8)
W .vi / C W .vj /
Definition 2 Degree similarity. From Random
Walk model[16] , we know the similarity of two nodes
vi and vj can be considered as the expectations of the
distance. The expected distance equals the distance
which we start from vi and vj at the same time, then
randomly select the next adjacent points, finally meet at
one point. And the shorter expectative distance is, the
greater the similarity is. So we define N.vi ) and N (vj )
represent the set of neighbors of user node vi and user
node vj , respectively. Individual neighbors are denoted
as Nm (vi ) and Nn (vj ). Then the degree similarity (from
structure of the network) between user vi and user vj
can be defined as
S3 .vi ; vj / D
jN.vi /j jN.vj /j
X X
C
S3 .Nm .vi /; Nn .vj // (9)
jN.vi /jjN.vj /j mD1 nD1

Where C is a constant between 0 and 1.
Our target. Each relationship (vi ,vj ) denotes an
edge between vi and vj in a given network. For each
relationship has an attribute vector, we let Ti = (ti1 ,
   , tij ,    , ti n ) mean a set of features of i -th pair
relationship and tij is the i -th’s j -th attribute. Then
our target is transformed into discovering the latent cointerests’ relationships in social network by the known
knowledge and the given network.
We all know if a person shows some similar
behaviors with someone during a certain period of
time, we can find their common interests in a specific
filed or at sometime. We can define f (yi ,xi ) as the
attributes factor function, where its instantiation feature
function is (yi ,xi )=(S1 (xi ), S2 (xi ), S3 (xi )). Edge
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factor function we consider is the correlation between
the node pairs, so we define it as g(yi ,yj ). And its
instantiation feature function s(yi ,yj )’s value is 1 or
0. Where S1 (xi ) and S2 (xi ) denote user-pair attributes;
S3 (xi ) denotes user-pair degree attributes. Here, we
don’t consider the constraint function (h(yi ,H (yi ))=1
for all node-pairs).
Parameter learning and prediction. Therefore, we
precisely analyze the problem and propose an I-FGM to
combine nodes’ attributes and the network information
which are defined. We define the parameters and
variables on parameter learning and prediction as shown
in Table 1. According to Eq. (6) and Fig. 2, we need to
set up a set of parameters which are the weights of factor
functions to maximize the joint probability. Firstly, we
solve the log-likelihood objective function,
X 1
O.1 / D log.P .Y K // D log.
exp.1T R1 //
Z
1
K
Y jY

(10)
So, we can get
X
O.1 / D log
exp.1T R1 /

log

X

exp.1T R1 /

Y

(11)
Secondly, we adopt a gradient decent method to
solve parameter 1 .
X
X
@ log
exp.1T R1 / log
exp.1T R1 /
Y
@O.1 /
Y jY K
D
D
@1
@1
The definition of parameters and variables.

Variable
xi
yi
˛
ˇ

Definition
Relationship between two users, such as x1 = (v1 , v2 )
Hidden variable means and its assignment is 1 or 0
Weight of (yi ,xi )
Weight of s(yi ,yk )
Weight of '(yi ,yk )

Vector of weight parameters, where  = (˛,ˇ, )T
1
Vector of weight parameters, where 1 = (˛,ˇ)T
Y
Set of relationship nodes Y = (y1 ,y2 ,   ,yM )
YK
Known labelled relationship
P
P
r(yi ) r(yi ) = ( (yi ,xi ),
s(yi ,yk ),
'(yi ,yk )) in FGM
yk
yk
P
r1 (yi ) r1 (yi ) = ( (yi ,xi ),
s(yi ,yk )) in I-FGM
yk
P
R
Sum of r(yi ), where R =
r(yi )
i P
R1
Sum of r1 (yi ), where R1 =
r1 (yi )
i

Z
Z1

Y jY K

X

Graphical representation of the I-FGM.

exp.1T R1 /  R1

Y jY K

Y jY K

Table 1

Fig. 2

Normalization factor, where Z = Z˛ Zˇ Z in FGM
Normalization factor, where Z = Z˛ Zˇ in I-FGM
Learning rate, which is generally given at first
Predicting label of Y from Y K

X

X

exp.1T R1 /  R1

Y

exp.1T R1 /

X

exp.1T R1 /

D

Y

Y jY K

Ep

1

.Y jY K / R1

Ep1 .Y / R1

(12)

Because the real network is difficult to directly
calculate the expectation Ep .Y jY L / R1 and
1
Ep1 .Y / R1 . And we realize that the complexity of
this model exponentially increases with the problem
size. It is not feasible to use exact inference, so
to solve these approximate problems, we consider
the approximate inference methods, such as Loopy
Belief Propagation (LBP)[17] , Expectation Maximum
(EM)[18] , Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)[19] .
The LBP has many researches and figures with
a loopy graph for improving the sum-product
algorithm. LBP[20] defines a message passing
schedule to realize the approximate reference. Here
we apply LBP to approximate marginal probabilities
p(yi ;1 ) and p(yi ,yj ;1 ). During the processing, each
probability expectation needs to be calculated and
we get the approximate solution Ep .Y jY K / R1 and
1
Ep1 .Y / R1 in the end.
Update the parameter with Eq. (13) until the loglikelihood objective function is convergece.
@O.1 /
new D old 
j1 D.old/
(13)
@1
Then based on the learned parameter 1 , we can
infer the unknown linking relationships with finding a
configuration for each unknown label which maximizes
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the objective function p.Y /,
Y  D arg max p.Y /
Y jY K

(14)

To get the solution of the above equation, we
need to use LBP to compute marginal probability
of each node pair and identify whether the linking
relationship between users exist with the largest
marginal probability. Until each hidden node assigns
with label and the joint probability achieves the
maximum, then our model predicting is over.

4
4.1

Result and Discussion
Data set

In order to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency
of our model which incorporates the similarity of
users’ attributes, network structure’s similarity, and the
correlation between users we defined into I-FGM, we
take two different data sets.
 Bookmarking network. This data set is
from Delicious social bookmarking system
(http://www.delicious.com).
It
contains
social
networking information, bookmarking, and tagging
information. And it includes 1867 users, 69 226
URLs (web page linkages), 53 388 tags, and 54 799
bookmarks. We differentiate two types of links as
follows. Connected edges are classified as positive
cases, while unconnected are classified as negative
cases. In the experiment, 2164 positive cases and 2032
negative cases are collected respectively.
 Music network. This data set (http://
www.grouplens.org) contains social networking,
tagging, and music artist listening information with
1892 users, 17 632 artists, and 11 946 tags. Similarly,
we collect 5990 pairs of linking relationships as
positive cases and 7808 pairs of linking relationships as
negative cases.
4.2

Baseline

To testify our model, we carried out the representative
algorithms such as Artificial Neural Network (ANN),
Naive Bayesian (NB), and Support Vector Machine
(SVM) on the same data set.
 ANN. This method is an artificial dynamic
system of graph topology structure, and it processes
the information on the base of the input and the setting
network’s layer. In this paper, feed-forward ANNs
trained using back-propagation are used. We take the
relationship nodes’ attribute vector Ti = (S1 (xi ), S2 (xi ),
S3 (xi )) as the input and consider the given network as
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5 layer network. After trained the ANN model, it can
automatically predict the relationships.
 NB. This model is a simple Bayesian probability
classifier based on the independence assumption. In this
paper we consider these relationship nodes’ features
are independent. And we also take the nodes’ attribute
vector Ti as prior knowledge and utilize the Bayesian
theory to predict the corresponding label yi .
 SVM. Provided a set of training samples, an SVM
transforms the data samples using a nonlinear mapping
to a higher dimension with the aim to determine a
hyperplane that partitions data by class. A hyperplane
is chosen based on support vectors, which are training
data samples that define maximum margins from the
support vectors to the hyperplane to form the best
decision boundary. In this paper, we also apply the
relationship nodes’ attribute vector Ti to train the model
and utilize the SVM on predicting data.
4.3

Evaluation metric and results

Evaluation metric. To quantitatively evaluate
the prediction model’s performance, we take the
precision, accuracy, recall, and F1-score as evaluation
measures. They are defined as:
TP C TN
Accuracy D
(15)
TP C FP C FN C TN
TP
Precision D
(16)
TP C FP
TP
Recall D
(17)
TP C FN
Precision  Recall
F1 score D2 
(18)
Precision C Recall
The definitions of TP, FP, TN, and FN are shown in
Table 2.
Results.
According to Fig. 2, we take our
experiment and compare the performance of predicting
the latent co-interests’ relationship with four methods
on two different networks: bookmarking network and
Table 2
Parameter
TP
FP
TN
FN

The parameters on evaluation measures.
Definition
Number of the correct positive
identified from testing sample
Number of the mistaken positive
identified from testing sample
Number of the correct negative
identified from testing sample
Number of the mistaken negative
identified from testing sample

relationships
relationships
relationships
relationships
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music network. We use the 20% labelled data as the
training data for each data set. Figures 3 and 4 show
the performance of predicting the latent relationship in
two different data sets with different methods. Figure 5
is the comparison of different size data in music network
on F1-score, which indicates the size of the sample may
affect the performance of models. Figure 6 compares
the bookmarking and music network on F1-score with
different sizes of labelled data.
4.4

Analysis and discussion

Figures 3 and 4 show the analysis of predicting
the latent relationship in bookmarking and music
network with different methods. Since we take the cointerests’ relationship prediction as a linking prediction
problem. The node-pair connected to each other is
considered as a positive relationship, and others are
regarded as a negative relationship. We take the labelled
20% data of testing data as the given relationships of
users and predict the relationships of the rest among
them. As we can see from Fig. 3, in bookmarking
network, the precision of SVM attains 91.9% and it
outperforms I-FGM by 0.9% on all data set. This
means that the performance of SVM shows better
reproducibility or repeatability on prediction in the
same bookmarking data. NB is better than others
on recall, and outperforms I-FGM by 0.4%. Our
experiment utilizes 2164 pairs positive relationship and
we respectively obtain 1731, 1913, 1774, and 1904
correct pairs relationship predicting through ANN, NB,
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SVM, and I-FGM. This shows we can get the better
recall ratio on NB. Our model achieves better accuracy
and F1-score among these methods. This means our
model owns a small error rate predicting the pairs
relationship compared to the other methods.
Similarly, from Fig. 4 we see that our model achieves
better results among these methods on all measures in
music network. We select 13 798 pairs relationship with
5990 pairs positive relationship and 7808 pairs negative
relationship. We gain 5420 correct pairs relationship
applied with the I-FGM. From all these results, our
method outperforms the other three baseline methods.
This is because our model not only considers different
attributes, but also leverages the structure of the network
and the correlation between users.
Data sets with different sizes can affect the
performance of model. Here, experiments are
conducted to compare the performance of the F1score on two different sizes of music networks. The
experiment settings are as follows: (1) Data set
1 includes 13 798 relationships from the music
networks. (2) Data set 2 includes 7000 relationships
chosen randomly from the same network. The result is
displayed in Fig. 5. Algorithms ANN and I-FGM work
well with more data, while for other two algorithms
NB and SVM, the reverse is true. These illustrate our
model is scalable to large data sets to some degree.
Figure 6 shows that our model shares much strong
stability with the increasing labelled relationship. It can
achieve by more than 95% on F1-score regardless of
whether the bookmarking network owned less data or
more data. With the more labelled relationships, the
increasing is almost steady. This denotes more labelled
relationships do not improve performance. Labelling
the relationships also cost much more time. From Fig. 6,
it is clear that 20% or 30% labelled data is preferred in
the prediction.

Fig. 3 Performance of predicting the latent relationship in
bookmarking network with different methods.

Fig. 4 Performance of predicting the latent relationship in
music network with different methods.

Fig. 5 Comparison of different size data in music network
on F1-score.
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Fig. 6 Comparison of bookmarking and music network on
F1-score with different sizes of labelled data.

5

Related Work

So far, there are some previous works which aim to link
prediction in networks. Lü and Zhou[21] researched link
prediction in complex networks. Zhou and Zhang[22]
compared nine well-known local similarity measures on
six real networks and proposed a new method based
on nodes similarity. Koudas et al.[23] studied measures
and algorithms about the nodes similar problem. LibenNowell and Kleinberg[24] predicted the coauthorship
on social networks based on nodes similarity. Pan
et al.[25] based on nodes similarity attributes detected
community structure in complex networks. These works
are based on nodes similarity, but ignore the topological
of the network.
Recently, there are some works about probability
model on linking prediction. Heckerman et al.[26]
described a Bayesian approach that learns Bayesian
networks with prior knowledge and statistical data.
Wang et al.[27] inferred the co-occurrence (link)
of two nodes’ probability using the local MRF
model. Wang et al.[28] proposed an unsupervised
probabilistic model for mining the advisor-advisee
relationships from the publication network. Leskovec
et al.[29] employed a logistic regression model to
predict positive and negative links in online social
networks, where the positive links indicate the
relationships such as friendship, while negative indicate
opposition. However, these algorithms do not combine
all possible linking attributes, our model adopt the node
similarity, structure similarity, the correlation between
nodes in real network, and probability model to specify
the prediction of users latent co-interests’ relationship.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we have investigated the problem of
latent co-interests’ relationship prediction. I-FGM is
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proposed to take both network topology and node
features into consideration. This model makes the most
of the strong inference abilities of the probability model
and the graph model. We evaluate the model on two real
data sets. Experiments show that the model is able to
effectively enhance the precision and accuracy in link
prediction of co-interests’ networks. It demonstrates
that our approach I-FGM maintains better scalability
and stability with varying size data and labelled data.
Relationship prediction is an important direction in
social network. Much useful information lies untapped
in social networks and hence there are many potential
problems. For example, how to precisely recommend
a service or product to a community is interesting and
worthy to further study. We also plan to extend our work
to include large scale data sets.
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